Alumni, spouses invited to second UM Alumni College at Lubrecht Forestry Camp Aug. 2-4
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University of Montana alumni and their spouses are invited to participate in the second UM Alumni College seminar Aug. 2-4 at Camp Lubrecht, 30 miles northeast of Missoula. Subjects to be discussed will include environmental problems, the changing roles of women and men, native American art, East Asian culture/literature interpretation.

Deanna Sheriff, Alumni College director, said, "We have the ingredients for a lively exchange between alumni and faculty with many conflicting viewpoints converging on the subject, 'Man, Women and Nature.'"

"For instance, Dave Emmons asks if the current environmental crisis is real or imagined while Clancy Gordon believes that our world is approaching ecological disaster."

Dorothy Rochon Powers, editorial and feature writer for the Spokesman-Review, a newspaper published in Spokane, Wash., will be the featured speaker, joining University faculty members in discussing various aspects of the theme.

Joel Bernstein, associate professor of art; Tom Power, assistant professor of economics; Sandra Muckelston, assistant dean of the UM law school and assistant professor of law, and H. Duane Hampton, professor of history, will join the charter Alumni College faculty in discussions with alumni.

Charter faculty members are Clancy Gordon, professor of botany; Harry Fritz, assistant professor of history; Richard Adler, assistant professor of English; Jon Driessen, associate professor of sociology; Louis Hayes, associate professor and chairman of political science; Mary Cummings, assistant professor of social work, and Dave Emmons, associate professor of history.
A variety of recreational activities in the Lubrecht area will be available, including a river float, fishing and nature walks.

Cost of the college is $50 per person, which includes meals, accommodations and all activities. A reservation fee of $10 may be made now and the balance paid by cash, check, BankAmericard or Master Charge upon arrival at Lubrecht.

Sheriff said enrollment will be limited to 100 people because of space limitations at Lubrecht.

"I want to urge alumni to send in their reservation fees, so that we may hold their places for the college," Sheriff said.